During the two years passed in the beautiful Southwest, building con-
ditions there had seemed to me a shallow sea of cheap expedients. Nearly
every effort I made out there was afloat on the surface and in some way
for sale. I felt that were I to stay longer I too would be knocked down
cheap to the highest bidder—if any. Desire for depth, for the quality that
is genuine, seemed to be all far away in the future. Everybody and every-
thing was getting by with something to sell, selling themselves. Always
selling, eventually sold.
So coming back to Taliesin once more I continued work on the pre-
liminary plans for a cantilever glass office building. I had begun it in Los
Angeles—plan-making now to go forward for Mr. A. M. Johnson, Presi-
dent of the National Life Insurance Company of Chicago. He had offered
to grubstake me with $20,000.00 to prospect in his behalf with this struc-
tural idea for a skyscraper as I had already laid it before him the year
before.
Cantilever construction was one of the principal features that brought
the Imperial safely through the great quake, and Mr. Johnson was inter-
ested to see how this cantilever principle, so successful there, could be
adapted to modern skyscraper requirements. How would it all work out in
a great office building for the site he owned on Water-Tower Square,
Chicago?
Ideas attracted this insurance man. He kept saying, 'Now, Mr. Wright,
remember!'—with his characteristic chuckle—*I want a virgin. I want a
virgin.*
The studies were finally in presentable order, I took them in to him and
he took them to his house and put them in his own bedroom. The glass of
one of the drawings, the colour perspective, one day being broken by the
houseman, he put the drawing in his car, took it over to the frarner, waited
until it was fixed and brought it back home himself. He wanted no one to
see the design but himself. Intensely interested in ideas, I believe, though
not himself the kind of man inclined to build much, he seemed rather of
the type called conservative who, tempted, will sneak up behind an idea,
pinch it in the behind and turn and run. There is this type of man bred
by our capitalist system, not the captain, nor the broker or the banker but
a better sort not quite contented with the commonplace, not quite cour-
ageous enough to take risks. I have met many such men.
THE BUSINESS MYSTIC
I believe that a good part of this is due to the fact that so soon as an idea
attracts a man of that kind—all the agencies he is connected with or de-
finitely knows react for him. The engineers shake their heads, rental ex-
perts will shake theirs, banks will hang out the 'busy' sign on him. The
architects will stand together and ridicule the idea—until the business
man who had a moment of illumination and some desire for initiative is
by sheer weight of the circumstances in which he has himself taken root,
pushed back—where he belongs, I suppose. But he is quite lost. He may be
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